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Many assumed characteristics of generational groupings are actually “myths,” meaning that
generational stereotypes are not accurate across all members of a generation.This book
explores the Generation Myth by highlighting the complexity of the “generation” concept beyond
simple age-based groupings and suggests that the over reliance of generational stereotypes in
workplaces and society can lead to less than optimal interactions and even conflict.Several
successful strategies are presented throughout to help improve intergenerational relationships.

About the AuthorDr. Michael J. Urick is director of the master of science in management:
operational excellence program and an associate professor at the Alex G. McKenna School of
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“generation” (however you define it) live in, experience, and help to create a better world for
everyone—one without needless divisions and stereotypesAbstractGenerational differences
have become a popular topic in society and in the workplace. Yet, many of the often assumed
characteristics of particular generational groupings are actually “myths,” meaning that
generational stereotypes are not accurate across all members of a generation all of the time.
This book explores the Generation Myth by highlighting the complexity of the “generation”
concept beyond simple age-based groupings. Furthermore, a variety of different ways of defining
generation (which could be nuanced for each individual) is presented. A major point of this book,
however, is to suggest that the overreliance of age-based stereotypes in workplaces and society
can lead to less than optimal interactions and even conflict. This book explores how such
intergenerational challenges occur in workplaces and suggests several effective strategies for
improving intergenerational relationships. The book concludes with suggestions for considering
other types of non-generational diversity as well as examining whether or not the strategies
useful in a work context can be leveraged in broader society as well.KeywordsWorkplace
interactions; generational differences; conflict management; stereotypes; social identity theory;
Millennials; Baby Boomers; Generation X; diversity; organizational cultureContentsForeword by
Thomas F. McKee, Jr.AcknowledgmentsIntroductionChapter 1A History of UncertaintyChapter
2Defining “Generation”Chapter 3Misunderstandings, Biases, and StereotypesChapter
4Implications for the Workplace and BeyondChapter 5Changing the
GameConclusionReferencesAbout the AuthorIndexForewordEvery day, we experience
interpersonal interactions that are positive, and some that are challenging at best. The role we
play when these interactions occur has a significant impact in influencing their outcome. When I
consider my own self, in the professional world, I am the CIO for a global manufacturing
company and a part-time adjunct professor teaching a graduate level course at a local college.
In my personal world, I am a son, a brother, a husband, a father, a grandfather, and a friend. In
both scenarios, there are interactions that are easy, smooth, and effortless; conversely, there are
other interactions that are contentious, negative, and emotionally draining. Quite frankly, the
latter are the encounters I consciously try to avoid. What causes these extreme variances from



one interaction to another? A knee-jerk response to that question is to blame the “the generation
gap”; but how can this be the reason, since good and bad interactions occur with individuals of
all ages and in both professional and personal capacities?In this book, Dr. Michael Urick
explains that perhaps peoples’ misconceptions in understanding the term “generation” may
cause “problems at work (and in society) including breakdowns in communication, weakened
knowledge transfer, and poor intergenerational mentorship.” As Dr. Urick outlines, there are
many ways of understanding the term generation beyond a simple conceptualization of an age
group. For example, a generation can refer to a collective consciousness in which “members of a
group have had similar experiences and perspectives because they were exposed to common
events, despite potentially possessing different biological ages.” In these situations,
“generational members emerge because they experience a similar major milestone or life event
at the same time despite biological age.”Several years ago, I had the opportunity to meet Dr.
Urick, who is the Graduate Director of the Master of Science in Management: Operational
Excellence program at the Alex G. McKenna School of -Business, -Economics, and Government
at St. Vincent College in Latrobe, -Pennsylvania. At that time, many manufacturing companies
were in the early stages of comprehending the inevitable disruption that would result from
Industry 4.0 and digital transformation. My employer was no exception, as experts were
predicting that no business, no industry, and even no corner of the world would be spared from
the oncoming disruption. Intuitively, to help my company successfully navigate these disruptive
changes, I needed to refresh my understanding of the fundamentals of operational excellence
(OE), including a focus on optimizing business processes before applying technology. During my
first meeting with Dr. Urick, I was quickly convinced that enrolling in the Masters in Operational
Excellence program at St. Vincent College would be a benefit on this journey.In addition to
leading the OE program at St. Vincent College, Dr. Urick is also an Associate Professor of
Management and Operational Excellence. As an esteemed professor and frequently published
researcher, the courses he teaches in the OE program include “Communication, Conflict, and
Diversity,” “Organizational Culture,” and “Organizational Behavior and Human Resource
Management.” At first, I was dreading the human resources content one anticipates in classes
where “organizational” appears in the course title. After all, I had signed up to rekindle my
relationship with hardcore OE, like manufacturing type stuff, and not the softer HR content.Even
though my initial strategy was to refresh my knowledge of operational excellence, Lean
principles, and the Toyota Production System, I soon found myself completely absorbed in the
organizational and human elements of the workplace. Captivated, I found myself mentally
revisiting and questioning the way I handled numerous interpersonal interactions during my
career. How could this happen? After all, I was thirty-plus years into my career in corporate
America. I successfully ascended to the C-suite. I was a global leader skilled in comprehending
and expertly managing all workplace dustups that came my way! However, weekly class lectures
full of vibrant discussion and debate on topics like conflict -management, individual behaviors,
and generational bias took me deeper into self-reflection. As I revisited earlier situations in my



career (and my personal life), I contemplated using methods learned in class that would have
resulted in better outcomes.Additionally, it was during Dr. Urick’s classes that I discovered the
depth and breadth of his knowledge in all things people: a knowledge gained not only from
extensive research on organizational behaviors and generations in the workplace, but also from
his own firsthand industry experience prior to becoming a full-time college professor, researcher,
and author. One of the class topics that intrigued me was how real or perceived intergenerational
misunderstandings and conflicts lead to “less effective organizations, workplaces, and ultimately
societies.” Realizing that most of us know less about generational differences than we think,
lively class debates provided an introspective glimpse that helped me to reexamine how to
“improve my interactions with others, reduce misunderstandings and conflict, leading to an
enhanced work product and stronger relationships.”In writing The Generation Myth, Dr. Urick has
successfully documented the spirit of his courses by extensive research to create a playbook
that will help others understand the critical importance of exploring and increasing their
understanding of generational phenomena. In the book, readers will understand how enhancing
this capability is critical in figuring out how to coexist, work, and interact across multiple
generations. This is true whether the generations the reader is bridging are based on age,
collective consciousness, or maturity. Personally, I believe that this ability to interact across
generations is becoming more critical as social media continues to shrink our world and bring us
closer together, Baby Boomers are postponing retirement and remaining in the workplace, and
emerging technologies are enabling people of all generational groups to take on leadership
roles in corporations, startup companies, or other organizations.Looking back, I am grateful for
the experience that I gained from attending Dr. Urick’s classes. Now a fervent advocate and
practitioner of the course material, I plan to use The Generation Myth as a tool to enlighten
others. I firmly believe this understanding and clarity has improved interpersonal relationships in
both my professional and personal worlds. As the reader, you now have the advantage to
acquire the same knowledge from the book as opposed to attending classes for several
semesters. I trust that you will also find valuable lessons from this book that will help you improve
interpersonal interactions and relationships in both your professional and personal lives.In
closing, as an admirer of Dr. Urick’s work, I am honored for this opportunity to share my thoughts
on The Generation Myth. However, after reading The Generation Myth, I did think to myself,
“Could I have waited for the book instead of attending all of those graduate classes?” I wonder if
that would be a consistent thought across all generational definitions.—Thomas F. McKee,
Jr.Vice President and Chief Information Officer, Kennametal Inc.Latrobe, PAAugust 23,
2018AcknowledgmentsThere are so many people to whom I am greatly indebted. Without them,
this book would not even be a possibility.I would like to thank those individuals who contributed
to an interview or filled out a survey to help make my research possible. Members of SCORE
and representatives of the Cincinnati Regional Chamber of Commerce were especially helpful
and were supportive of some of my early research in this area.I would also like to thank BEP
Editor Dr. Rob Zwettler for his encouragement in developing this book, as well as his assistance



in vastly improving it. I also express my thanks to Dr. Robert Sroufe for letting me know about the
opportunity for publishing with BEP.I am extremely indebted to three individuals who have read
early drafts of this book and provided suggestions for improvements. First, Sean Lyons, a
preeminent generational scholar and research colleague who I greatly respect, offered deep
insights into how the arguments presented in this book might be strengthened. Second, Mark
Abramovic, a friend and former executive-turned-professor who has both a managerial and
academic background (as well as a great interest in intergenerational phenomena in the
workplace), offered some excellent recommendations on how to clarify my statements to an
audience of business practitioners. Third, Mary Van Tyne was instrumental in triple checking my
grammar, assisting with the formatting of my initial manuscript, and helping to tighten up my
writing.I’ve also had the pleasure of working with many skilled researchers and coauthors on
dozens of collaborations related to intergenerational phenomena. Those that I have not thanked
elsewhere in my acknowledgments include Gail Fairhurst, Jim Weber, Therese Sprinkle, Jim
Baehr, Lisa Kuron, Linda Schweitzer, and Emma Parry.I have been blessed with five exceptional
mentors who have helped guide my growth and development throughout my career. Dean Gary
Quinlivan at Saint Vincent College had faith in me as a new hire into the business department
and has given me a great deal of freedom to research and publish on topics of interest to me. Bill
Hisker taught the first Organizational Behavior class I ever had and has since become a close
friend, colleague, sounding board, and spiritual advisor. When I was a nervous new graduate
student, Jay Liebowitz was the first professor who encouraged me to pursue my goals. Elaine
Hollensbe was my advisor during my doctoral program and apprenticed me as I developed my
research interests on intergenerational phenomena. Suzanne Masterson was the head of my
doctoral program who took a chance in accepting me, and also encouraged me as I launched
my research program on generations in the workforce.I also want to acknowledge the faculty
and support staff of the -Master of Science in Management: Operational Excellence program
whom I have not yet acknowledged and who indulge me on my quest to learn more about
intergenerational phenomena, including Matt Miller, David Adams, Terrance Smith, Bob Markley,
Tom McKee, Pankaj Mehrotra, and Eva Kunkel.I want to thank my students, particularly those in
the MSMOE -program, and especially my former graduate assistants Selin Konur and Alperen
Arslantas who have worked with me on research.I would be remiss if I did not include a
statement thanking all those from my earlier career as an auditor and training and development -
manager that got me thinking about generational phenomena, and that influenced me more than
they know by leading me down my current career path and research stream.Finally, and most
importantly, I want to thank my family for their unwavering and constant support. I especially want
to thank Janet, who helped improve this book with her constructive suggestions, Lucy (who read
a very early version of this book), my parents Mickie and Rick, and my grandfather Ug, who first
taught me how to read. I know that he would be delighted to see that his grandson has written a
book.IntroductionLet me begin by stating that I don’t know if generational differences exist or
not, much to the same extent that I don’t know for sure that Bigfoot and the Loch Ness monster



exist. In my view, they are potentially all myths. Maybe there is some truth to the myth, but it is
likely that any truth might have become exaggerated over time. From what I’ve seen in popular
discourse and compared with my own research, I believe that generational phenomena possess
a mythical quality—that is, societal and organizational communication about generations can
present half-truths that have been exaggerated.I’ve spent the past decade exploring the
intergenerational phenomenon in the workplace. This book represents a lot of the findings that I
have published over the years. As such, there is not much new information here for those who
have read some of my academic work or have seen me present my ideas at a conference or at
your own organization. However, this book is intended for business professionals and graduate
students in professional degree programs, and not necessarily for academics or professors, who
were the primary audience of most of my previous writing on the matter of generations. Thus, for
readers new to my research, I hope to present a somewhat different take on age and
generations at work than what is typically addressed by mainstream media and popular press
publications. My background is in organizational behavior, the study of how people work
together and relate to the organizations in which they work, and my focus is on intergenerational
phenomena at work (whether “work” is at a for-profit business, nonprofit organization, church,
school, government agency, etc.), though it is likely that the statements contained herein have
implications for broader society as well.Though I consider myself to primarily be a researcher
and academic, I do a lot of public speaking and some consulting related to intergenerational
issues in workplaces. I’ve also done many interviews on the topic on various podcasts and in
other media. Almost every time, I get asked the question: “Are generational differences real?” My
response to this question, and to other similar questions, is always the same: I don’t know and I
actually don’t care.Why don’t I know? From the research I’ve read and conducted, I don’t see
clear evidence of differences between the age groups you often hear popularized in the media.
Furthermore, I will share some evidence in this book that I hope will convince you that we, as a
whole, actually “know” (meaning we can support with data and true empirical evidence) less
about generations and age-based differences than we think we do based on the way we
commonly discuss generational phenomena.To address the second aspect of my answer, why
don’t I care? A question that this book explores is: “Do differences really matter, or is it the
perceptions of differences that matter?” In other words, even if we can’t academically support
the existence of clear differences between generational groupings in the workplace, many
employees believe that such differences exist, and they enact these skewed perceptions in their
workplace interactions. Maybe age groups aren’t that different from each other, but we are made
to think that they are by the various discourses to which we are exposed—so much so that they
set our expectations to believe that differences exist. Thus, we are biased and often believe that
there are differences, despite the uniqueness of each individual and despite the lack of empirical
support. In turn, these biases lead us to having interactions that are less than ideal.My goal of
improving intergenerational interactions, rather than focusing on any real or unreal differences
that divide us, is my overall driving force for writing this book.PurposeI had a varied background



prior to becoming a full-time academic. I started my career as an internal auditor when I first saw
intergenerational interaction challenges at work though, as a fresh college graduate and
someone new to the workforce, I didn’t recognize them as such. Upon leaving this role and
transitioning into my next role in the area of training and development, I began to see these
issues more clearly. When I was working in this field many years ago, I came across some
material on “managing generations” that one of our instructors was using. This material focused
quite heavily on generational differences. The materials highlighted commonly cited traits of
Millennials, such as being lazy, acting entitled, and not showing up to work. The materials also
highlighted commonly cited traits of Baby Boomers, including that they didn’t want to learn, were
overly conservative, and were uneasy with change and using technology. Needless to say, these
stereotypes were not phrased in a -positive way.I thought to myself, “No one that I know in these
generations really fits either of those descriptions.” In my role at the time and in previous roles
that I had, I had the chance to work with individuals from a variety of generations—and in my
work experiences, I have never seen anyone matching either of these broad stereotypes.I
realized that it wasn’t just our instructor that was using these descriptors of generations. They
were everywhere: from the local news, to special issues of Time and Newsweek on the topic of
generations, to casual discussions that I’d overhear from friends and family members. If you
Google “generational differences” right now, you’re likely to see a lot of these stereotypical
descriptors pop up. I’ve set up a “Google Alert” to send me an e-mail at the end of every day of
news articles related to “generational differences” and, each evening, Google sends me 10–20
links to look at. The popular board game “Monopoly” even has editions for particular
generations, in essence mocking them by using the most negative of the groups’
stereotypes.Posts on social media from acquaintances occasionally highlight generational
issues. I’m always perplexed when I read some headlines that they share about how Millennials
are seemingly “destroying” everything from how wine is consumed to industries that drive the
economy. I get frustrated when I read these articles because they rely so heavily on generational
stereotypes.Research has shown that these stereotypes are not often accurate (Costanza, et al.
2012). However, popular discourse has relied on these and other descriptors to set peoples’
perceptions of generations. This is problematic because much of what we think we know about
generations from hearing the nightly news or reading popular blogs is incorrect. Yet we use
these descriptors to set our expectations of others and bring these expectations with us when
we enter into interactions with colleagues of various ages. These expectations bias our
interactions so much that they diminish our relationships, which in turn can hurt knowledge
transfer and mentorship at work.As a college professor who studies organizational behavior, I’m
concerned that this lack of intergenerational learning will lead to less effective organizations,
workplaces, and ultimately societies. Therefore, it is my goal in this book to share what I’ve
learned through the past decade of research on generations in the workplace, and to compare
my findings with the pop culture perception of generations. In doing so, I hope to debunk the
“generation myth” that generations are vastly different from each other to the extent that it makes



it impossible to communicate between them. Instead, I will suggest that pop culture-based
perceptions make us perceive that generations are more different than they actually are and that
perceptions can influence problematic interactions. I hope to dispel the “generation myth” to
ultimately improve intergenerational interactions and create better, more productive
workplaces.HistoryThe first chapter of this book presents a brief history of how generations have
been discussed in the past, and I’ll emphasize how overarching generational theories could be
interpreted for the workplace. This first chapter will draw heavily from the field of sociology and
especially on the work of Karl Mannheim. Mannheim was an early theorist who wrote on the
topic of generations in the 1920s (though perhaps his most influential work was published
posthumously and not until the 1950s).In his work, Mannheim describes a generation as a group
of individuals that possess a common identity arising from their “gestalt,” a psychological term
that refers to a collection of individual pieces that are different from the sum of their parts and
that when, taken together, ultimately form a unifying impression. In doing so, such differences
are glossed over and those examining the phenomena are left with one unified image of the
whole. However, Mannheim notes significant variability in the individual characteristics of the
members of each distinct generation, even though they have similar experiences that stem from
being a part of the same time and physical location.Mannheim’s perspective—that individual
generational members possess a lot of uniqueness—is something that has not often been
emphasized by later generational scholars or by the popular press. Instead, more recent work
has largely assumed a near carbon-copy approach to imply that every person within a
generational grouping is close to identical. Clearly, modern scholars could benefit from rereading
Mannheim’s forgotten early work.DefinitionsAfter discussing the history of what’s been said
about generations, the second chapter of this book addresses how generations have been
defined. There is a striking lack of clarity not only about generational labels, but also about the
meaning of the term “generation” itself.In fact, though the popular press has emphasized a
definition of generation as an “age cohort,” where generations are defined as being comprised of
people all born within the same range of years (and certainly, age is a component of many
individuals’ concepts of generations), in my research I’ve found that there are seven different
ways in which generations have been understood. Academia is just now beginning to -discuss
more recent understandings, such as generations as identities (i.e., -generational labels used to
define self or others), generations as weak concepts (i.e., -generational labels have limited use
or explanatory power in describing expected behaviors or values), and generations as
influenced by a contribution (i.e., a generation is recognized when it makes a clear mark on
society or an organization).An individual’s concept of “generation” is most likely unique and
nuanced from others’ concepts, as people draw upon a combination of understandings in ways
that are distinct from others. This clouds the concept and makes discussing generations
somewhat difficult.Aside from this, despite the lack of clarity in the “generation” concept, popular
culture has continued to advance the “age group” discourse of the term, which marginalizes the
other ways of understanding. This has caused an oversimplification of the concept as well as the



promulgation of generational stereotypes, which has vast implications for intergenerational
workplace interactions.ConsequencesThe third chapter considers the implications of the
cloudiness of generational understanding. Since most people have a unique and nuanced
understanding of generations, there are potentially an infinite number of ways in which the term
“generation” could be interpreted. However, there are also hundreds of popular press
publications and corporate training events that seemingly assume that everyone views
“generation” as meaning the same thing. This oversimplification of generational phenomena
could potentially cause misunderstandings of news that we hear, training we experience, or
articles that we read. It could also cause individuals to disengage in discussing generational
issues if they don’t understand (or agree upon) an interpretation of the term that is being
emphasized in the conversation. Nonetheless, it is important to discuss intergenerational
phenomena, especially in the workplace, as modern organizations are currently the most age-
diverse that they have ever been.More importantly, many nonacademic (and some academic)
discussions of generations focus exclusively on age-based differences and stereotypes. This
leads to a lot of biases, such that individuals expect others whom they perceive to be of a
particular age to exhibit prototypical characteristics of an often arbitrary (albeit age-based)
identity group. These expectations can often be characterized by negative descriptors such as
lazy or unchanging, as noted earlier in this introduction. Negative labels and adjectives are bad
enough, but the impact that they have on interpersonal interactions is even worse. Having
negative images in our minds leads to less fruitful interactions when we are predisposed to think
negatively of the person with whom we are communicating. This leads to inefficient and negative
workplaces, as well as a reduction in knowledge transfer and mentorship. In turn, since we
expect younger employees to soon inherit crucial decision-making and leadership roles as Baby
Boomers exit the workplace, a lack of preparation due to breakdowns in communication will
make them less effective than our organizations and society will both expect and
require.Furthermore, focusing primarily on differences in our discourse on generations creates a
caustic culture, both in our workplaces and in society as a whole. Too often, our conversations
emphasize those things that divide us when there are likely equally as many things that could
unite us. In today’s turbulent times, attempting to unify rather than divide is crucial toward
developing a positive culture, both in the workplace and beyond.Strategies for Improving
InteractionsIn my and my colleagues’ research (Urick, Hollensbe, and Masterson, et al. 2017),
we try to put a positive spin on challenging intergenerational interactions, especially as they
apply to the workplace. In our work, rather than ignoring generational stereotypes, we identify
them explicitly, and advance intergenerational knowledge in a crucial way. Our positive spin is to
offer strategies that can be used to improve interactions. I discuss interaction challenges in the
fourth chapter but emphasize this positive approach in the fifth chapter.Most of my academic
work related to generations focuses on bringing people of all ages together to facilitate
knowledge transfer and mentorship. I summarize some of the findings of my research on how
people attempt to improve their intergenerational interactions. I also summarize some interesting



findings that show great variation within a generation, further cementing the idea that, when
engaging in interactions, it’s best to get to know the individual with whom you are interacting
rather than relying on perceived generational stereotypes.Broadening the ApplicationIn the
conclusion, I speculate whether my findings on intergenerational phenomena can be expanded
outside of the workplace to broader society. I also consider the implications of my research on
other areas of diversity, such as gender, race, religion, sexual orientation, and other types of
identities. In doing so, I hope that this book can positively influence better communication in the
workplace and in society for people of all ages, experiences, and walks of life.SummaryThis
introduction lays out the roadmap for this book. Throughout The Generation Myth, I will explore
the following:The history of generational studies shows that what we know about generations is
complex and nuanced but is often overly simplified in modern accounts.There are many ways of
understanding the term “generation” beyond a simple age group
conceptualization.Misunderstanding generational phenomena can lead to problems at work
(and in society), including breakdowns in communication, weakened knowledge transfer, and
poor intergenerational mentorship.Negative consequences of biases of other generations’
members can be lessened by engaging in several effective strategies.I hope that you find the
exploration of the “generation myth” presented in this book to be interesting, thought-provoking,
and at times challenging.CHAPTER 1A History of UncertaintyWhen U.S. Senator John McCain
passed away in 2018, his one-time political opponent, former president Barack Obama, began a
written statement by stating “John McCain and I were members of different generations, came
from completely different backgrounds, and competed at the highest level of politics. But we
shared, for all our differences, a fidelity to something higher…” (Pennell 2018). This statement
illustrates just how pervasive the idea of generational differences has become. President Obama
could have opened his statements by listing a number of differences between himself and
Senator McCain including, most notably, their differences in political ideology. But, seemingly,
their differences in generation were more salient in how President Obama differentiated himself
from the late senator. Such a salience possessed by an individual who has held the highest
elected office in the United States is mirrored throughout our society.As an informed society, we
presume that we know a lot about generations; yet much of what was known from past theorists
has been forgotten. This chapter begins with a reintroduction of how generations were
discussed decades ago from a sociological perspective and then suggests that the original
complexity of intergenerational phenomena has been overly simplified with time; hence, the
need to further examine the “generation myth.”Mannheim’s PerspectiveKarl Mannheim’s work
has been extremely influential in the field of sociology (Pilcher 1994). Though many of his
influential works were written in the 1920s, most were not widely published until after his death in
1947. According to Mannheim (1970), a generation is an illusion whereby an “identity of location,
embracing related ‘age groups’ in a historical-social process,” creates a “gestalt” (Mannheim
1970, p. 382). I take “gestalt” to mean “oneness.” Individuals and society might perceive oneness
within a generation and believe that the collective characteristics of a generation apply to all



individuals who they perceive to be members of a particular grouping. This definition of
generation emphasizes a common location in terms of an historic time period, as well as having
a collective consciousness (whereby generational members share similar understandings and
interpretations of the world around them—more on this concept later in this book; Joshi,
Dencker, and Franz 2011). However, it also suggests that generations are not strongly defined.
In fact, Mannheim refers to them as “illusions,” and perhaps this is an acknowledgment of the
variations within a generation that are likely to exist.
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